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Using (9.12),

9 '(F) (-1)*"(K)*0TmxmX 7Vn/*04 Xß))
(-1)«"(-1 )^" + O)(P4I)*((TmxmXTy)n(S* (AM) XA (m
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x(Frn([7] x Ly0])))

(^)»((^XMn(S»(Atf)x^([y] x [M]))) x x [j0]))
(p[%(TMxMn * F*(IY]x [M])))

7(F) ([7]) by (9.11).

Combining Propositions 9.4 and 9.10 yields:

Theorem 9.13 (Trace Formula). The graph intersection invariant is

given hy:

N(k) _
e'tf7) I (- 1)* E b) n F*( x [7]).

k>0 7=1

Remark. It is easy to check that Theorem 9.13 remains valid over a

principal ideal domain i? in place of the coefficient field F, provided we

assume that H*(M\R) is a free i?-module.

10. Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.5

In this section we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.5 which assert the equivalence,
under appropriate hypotheses, of the four definitions of the first order Euler
characteristic introduced in § 1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 (ii). Let M be a compact connected oriented PL or
smooth n-manifold with boundary (as well as being the underlying simplicial
complex of a compatible triangulation). Using Definition Ai, we are to show

that -0(y); the case of other coefficient rings R will then

follow immediately. Fattening if necessary, assume n ^ 4.

Let J: M x I ^ M be a homotopy from idM to a map j, such that the

graph of JIM x [ I > ] meets the graph of p |

M x [ i x ] transversely in

I % (M) I arcs ; this can be achieved by classical techniques of cancelling

unnecessary pairs of fixed points. Note that j will then have precisely
I %(M) I fixed points, all transverse and having the same fixed point index.
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Denote by Fy, the concatenated homotopy J~l * Fy * J. It is clear that,
using Definition Ai, trace(0^+ \Dyk) trace(ë/t+ \D\), since the new
contributions cancel one another. By perturbing rel M X {0, 1}, we may
assume that the graph of Fy meets the graph of p transversely, and that

Fix(FY) consists of circles in M x (0, 1) and | %(M) | arcs in M x I joining
Mx {0} to M x {1}. It may be assumed (see [GNi,§6(B)]) that Fy is

cellular with respect to suitable triangulations of M and M x 7.

If %{M) 0, there are no arcs. In that case, the required geometric

arguments are to be found in [GNi, §6]; and Definitions Ai and Ci are

indeed equivalent. (The point is that in [GNi] there is a precise sense in which

contributions to the fixed point set associated with M x {0, 1} are ignored, so

that when such points are present, i.e. when %{M) =£ 0, something more must
be said, and will now be said.)

Suppose %(M) 0. Fy is a homotopy from j to j. By our constructions,
since j is homotopic to idM and has the least possible number of transverse
fixed points, all those fixed points are in the same fixed point class, (in the

sense of classical Nielsen fixed point theory [Br], [J]). Moreover, the arcs are
all in the same fixed point class of Fy in the analogous sense defined
in [GNi]. By symmetry, if an arc meets (x, 0) then an arc meets (x, 1), but
perhaps a different arc. However, since all the arcs are in the same fixed point
class, the methods of [Di] allow us to perturb Fy rel M x {0, 1} so that,
for the perturbed map, an arc meeting (x, 0) also meets (x, 1). The arc
ß(G Fy(x, t) is homotopically trivial, for if the arc of fixed points a
joins (x, 0) to (x, 1) then ß is homotopic to {Fy o a) {p o a)-1. Thus the
methods of [Di] allow us to perturb Fy further so that a is replaced by a
circle of fixed points missing M x {0, 1} together with an arc of fixed points
coinciding with ß. Thus these arcs contribute zero to 0*(y). So, again,
the argument in [GNi, §6] shows, that Definitions Ai and Ci are equivalent:
the trace formula in Definition Ai describes the homology class of the circles.

Summarizing, we have proved Part (ii) of Theorem 1.1.

We prove Part (i) of Theorem 1.1 by first showing that Definitions Bi and
C] agree when A is a compact oriented manifold. Then, using the already
proved Part (ii), we establish the equivalence of Definitions Ai and Bi.

The trace formula in Definition Bl was introduced by Knill in [Kn]. As we
remarked in §1, it is independent of basis. Moreover, it is a straightforward
exercise to show that it is a homotopy invariant.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1 (i). Let X be a finite CW complex, as in §1.

By homotopy invariance of the formulas in Ai and Bi, we may assume
the attaching maps in X are polyhedral. Therefore we may PL embed X
in some R" as a strong deformation retract of a compact codimension 0

PL submanifold, M, e.g. a regular neighborhood. Now, any Fy as

in §1 can be extended to map M x S1 - X M by precomposing
with r x id where r:M~+X is a strong deformation retraction. By
Remark 9.9 and Theorem 9.13, Definitions Bi and Ci are equivalent
for M. By Theorem 1.1 (ii), Definitions Aj and Ci are equivalent for M.
Hence, using homotopy invariance, Definitions A! and B! are equivalent
for X.

In [Kn] there also appears an "intersection class", whose definition we

now recall. (Actually, the context in [Kn] is much more general: we only
extract what we need.)

Throughout the remainder of this section, all homology and cohomology

groups will have coefficients in the principal ideal domain R. Let M
be a compatibly oriented, compact, codimension 0, PL submanifold
i:M°>Rn. Let F:MxSl^M be such that Fix(F) n 8M X Sl 0.

Let [M x Sl] e Hn +1 (M x S], 8M x S1) be the fundamental class of
M x Sl and let [Rn] be the generator of Hn (R", R" - {0}) determined

by the orientation. Following Leray [Le] and Dold [DJ, Knill defines the

intersection class of F to be the image, IR(F), of [M x Sl] under the

following composition:

Hn +((M, 0M) X S1) ^ Hn +l{MX1 - Fix (F))
° °""^°

Hn + \ ((R", R" — {0}) x M) -* Hi (M)

where p:M x S1 -> M is projection and Hn +1 ((R", R" - {0}) x M) ^ Hx (M)
is the inverse of the isomorphism HfM) ^ Hn + i ((R", R" - {0}) x M),
y [Rn] x y.

We make use of the following special case of [Kn, Theorem 1]:

Theorem 10.1. Suppose H*(M) is a free R-module. Then

— Ir(F) —S ("1)*+1 Ik^0 j
where [S1] e Hi(Sl) is the fundamental class and where for each

k ^ 0,{bkj} is a basis for Hk(X) with corresponding dual basis,

{bj}, for Hk{X). The cap product is taken with Dold's sign
convention.
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. We show -/?*t(<Ê>y)*([S1]) coincides with

Definition Bj. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1 (i) above, we may assume

that A is a compact polyhedron which is PL embedded in some R" as a

strong deformation retract of a compact codimension 0 PL submanifold, M.
Extend 0Y to a map by precomposing with r x id
where r : M -> X is a strong deformation retraction. The homotopy invariance

of Definition and Theorem 10.1 imply that -/^(T7) %i(X, R) (y).
By [D3, (3.3)] and [BG, §9], IrW) coincides with ([S1]).
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